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FOREWORD 
To provide the most useful data for technical reference and contract comsliance 
records, this Apollo final report, called for in Paragraph 4 . 2  cf Exhibit D of the 
Statement of Work, is  bibliographic in nature, as proposed by AC Electronics in 
AP-M-22738-N3994 and approved by NASA in EG14-69-256-PP7-202. This format 
will provide access to the pertinent information in a more useful manlier than a 
narrative restatement of program accomplishments. 
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SECTION I 
SUMMARY STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE AND COMPLETION 
1.1 GENERAL 
This section provides an abstracted view of the effort expended in completion of N-4S.4 
Contract NAS9-497 and follows the organization of that contract. Data supporting this 
summary statement will be found in those sections of the report referenced here. 
1 . 2  ORGANIZATION 
The organization of the major sections of the report generally follows that of the State- 
ment of Work, and the material within these sections is organized chronologically, 
Because a major objective of work effort required by Exhibits A and B (the Command 
Module and LM) of the Statement of Work was to utilize applicable effort already com- 
pleted for use in Exhibit C (Block I) as much as possible, the records of this effort are 
combined. 
The complete reports on the Computer and Optics Subsystems are included in this re- 
port as appendices by reference, under separate cover. 
1 . 3  
The Guidance and Navigation (G&N) System Industrial Contractor and directed Sub- 
contractors fabricated the deliverable hardware for the Apollo Primary Guidance , 
Navigation, and Control System (PGNCS) and assisted the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology Instrumentation Laboratory (MIT/IL) in the design and development of 
the G&N and its Ground Support Equipment (GSE). 
STATEMENT OF WORK OBJECTIVES AND WORK CATEGORE DESCRIPTIONS 
Efforts were directed initially by MIT/IL through Technical Directives. (See 
Paragraph 2 .2 . )  A s  the program matured and design effort was completed, this 
direction channel was used less and the more direct controls of the Engineering 
Change Procedure (Paragraph 2.4) and Contract Change Authorization (Paragraph 
2.5) became prominent. 
The task of the G&N System Contractor, AC Electronics, has been to fabricate the 
Inertial Subsystem, to assenible it with the Computer (Raytheon) and the Optics 
(Kollsman) Subsystems, to test the completed system, and to support that system 
in the field. Demonstration of the successful completion of these tasks, including 
GSE effwts, is the subject of this report and the appended documents. 
Descriptions of the hardware involved can be found in Section 0; of Exhibits A, B, 
and C y  to the Statement of Work and are  not included in this report. 
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1.4 ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT 
The following discussion is a brief summary of the tasks required to assist MIT/IL 
in the design and development of the Apollo G&N System, the associated GSE, and 
the simulation equipment, Pertinent documentation demonstrating the completion of 
these tasks  is listed in Paragraph 2.3. 
1.4.1 ENGIN- ERING 
The major engineering tasks performed were design analysis, detail design, G&N Sys- 
tem assembly and test, and preparation of the necessary software for support of the 
PGNCS. 
The design analysis effort entailed the determination of design parameters and per- 
formance and environmental requirements for the system. Studies were conducted 
to optimize each item of hardware, and breadboards were constructed to permit 
testing wherever necessary. Ground support requirements were developed on the 
basis of G&N analyses. The GSE was prepared in much the same manner as airborne 
equipment and was developed with the added complications of interconnect and station 
layout considerations to provide optimum test and rework conditions. Design analyses 
were also performed on the system level to convert performance requirements into 
terms of tolerance levels for test parameters and to establish an error budget that 
was applied to -the generation of test specifica.tions and procedures. The results of 
these tests and analyses were successfully applied in the completion of detail design, 
G&N System test, and software efforts. See Paragraph 2.3 for  relevant documentation. 
Detail design required engineering and technical talents to car ry  the requirements 
stipulated by dec;ign analysis into the hardware. Engineering models of assemblies, 
parts, and components were developed to aid production operations. Where necessary, 
breadboard units were constructed to check and test developments. This effort re- 
sulter! in the completion of required specifications and drawings and was  carried into 
the production phases by close engineering support to manufacturing. 
Assembly and test  effort fell into two major areas. Procedures and equipment were 
prepared and used to accept the completed G&N System and to demonstrate its ability 
to perform in accordance with the stipulated requirements. Also, an Inertial Sub- 
system (ISS) Bench Test program was carried out with the threefold purpose of estab- 
lishing airborne and W E  functianal compatibility, providing trained personnel for in- 
plant and field work, and providing engineering investigations of proposed procedural 
improvements and design changes. 
Software was  developed to support ground testing of the PGNCS. Specifications were 
prepared for PGNCS testing before and after Spacecraft installation and for iutegrated 
testing with the Spacecraft. The necessary K-Start Tapes were prepared and checked 
out and Automatic Checkout Equipment/Spacecraft effort was supported. This effort 
is further discussed in Paragrar'. 2.6. 
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Throughout the program competent personnel were provided to MIT/IL for assign- 
ment to a variety of engineering tasks. The sfforts of tht  1 personnel filled a pro- 
gram need and promoted close liaison between MIT/IL and AC Electronics during the 
periods and in specific areas when such communication was invaluable. 
1.4.2 MANAGEMENT 
Program management has been an important element in the fulfillment of the obliga- 
tions stipulated by the Statement of Work. The documentation pertinent to demonstra- 
ting the successful fulfillment of contractual obligations is summarized in the following 
sections and in the appended reports. 
Program financial control was accomplished successfully and has been reported 
separately. 
AC managed this program successfully in accordance with NASA/MIT Technical 
Directives, Engineering Change Proposals, and Contract Change Authorizations. 
Comprehensive listings of these documents are included in Paragraphs 2.2, 2.4, 
and 2.5 .  
1 . 6  DOCUMENTATION 




Administrative documentation, which includes the major planning documents, 
business correspondence, and documents conveying o r  requesting direction, 
Technical documentation, consisting of technical data and reports, 
Configuration documentation, represented by the drawing and specification 
structure and recording documentation and reports. 
Documentation responsibilities have been discharged through the AC Electronics 
Apollo Program Office in accordance with the required procedures established by 
the applicable controlling documents. A comprehensive review of documentation 
records has  been made and the resulting bibliographic material is presented in Section 
I1 of this report. 
Administrative documentation is summarized by reference to the submittal of required 
documentation and to directive documentation indicating compliance with the direction 
given. 
A bibliography of technical documents has been included which represents a listing 
of significant technical reports and data. This listing is a result of careful editing 
to remove redundant and less irnportaEt material. 
Configuration decumentation has not k e n  included in this report. Extensive records 
and reports are prepared, updated, and forwarded regularly in accordance with the 
required procedures of configuration control documentation. A complete set  of these 
records is retained at NASA/MSC and a brief review of this data will demonstrate 
compliance with requirements. 
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1 .6  LELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE 
Reliability 2nd Quality Assurance efforts were among the first to be initiated on the 
Apollo Program. These efforts have been carried out in accordance with the appli- 
cable documentation and direction by a management group specifically established 
for this purpose. 
Early Reliability e€&orts were directed twoard design review to assure compliance 
with quality requirements. As  the design matured and the prugram proceeded, 
were expanded to include detailed failure reporting, analyses, and corrective action 
followup on all elements of system testing. Qualification testing was accomplished 
from the parts and materials level through the system level and included exteil-ted per- 
formance and overstress tests * Throughout the program the manufacturing oprrations 
were strongly supported by means of a training program and thorough control X C  sub- 
contractors and suppliers. 
Quality Assurance functions were carried out throughout the program to assure proper 
acceptance of all parts and materials as well as to enforce the required level of quality 
in  the finished product. These efforts entailea establishment of strong controls actively 
enforced, 
A more comprehensive discussion of these activities ar.d a bibliography of supporting 
documentation are  presented in Section II'I of this report. 
1.7 HARDWARE 
During the course of the program AG Electronics delivered breadboard, prcMype, 
engineering model, and flight configured hardware for use in simulation, test, and 
development programs. This hardware was delivered in accordance with the State- 
ment of Work as revised to include contract changes. 
A comprehensive listing of this deliverable material will be found in the last paragraph 
of Section II. 
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SECTION I1 
ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT 
2.1 GENERAL 
The summary statements in this section have been prepared to provide the most useful 
data for technical reference alid to compile all significant contract compliance records, 
In preparation of this material, the intent has been to proV5.de access to all pertinent 
information without presenting a redundant restatement of program accomplishments 
that would be encyclopedic in volume. 
Basically, this information is bibliographic in nature and represents an exhaustive 
review of program records. The available information has been edited to remove 
irrelevant and redundant material and to include cross  references wherever possible 
and advantageous. Specific information on the meaning of symbols and the definition of 
terms is included in the opeii.!ag statements to each of the primary paragraphs in this 
section, 
Most of the documents referenced, particularly in the management areas, have been 
submitted to NASA througn the Project Officer (PP7). 
2.2 TECHNICAL DIRECTIVES 
Technical Directives (TD's) authorized the G&N Industrial Contractor and directed 
Subcontractors to perform specific design, development, and support work tasks 
to assist MIT/IL. 
The rechnical Directives issued in accorr!.:nce with Paragraph 1.2 of Exhibits A and B 
and Section I of Exhibit C are presented in ';he following listings. Completion or can- 
cellation dates are tabulated. The date on which zompletion was confirmed by MIT/IL 
is also given to demonstrate satisfactory completion of the effort. 
Attention is directed to the gaps in the numerical sequence of technical directives 
issued to the Directed Subcontractors. The Technical Directives not included in this 
tabulation were either cancelled by MIT/IL o r  completed by the respective contractors 
prior to the inception of the Apollo Contract in 1964. The records on these items were 
cleared at thai t h e .  
The Technical Directive listings a re  presented in the alphabetical order of the firm 
accomplishing the work. Each listing provides the Technical Directive number, its 
title, the cancellation o r  completion date, and the MIT/IL confirmation of completion 
date. 
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- SUMMARY O F  TECHN1CA.i DIRECTIVES - 



































Technical and Administrative 
Management, Operatbnal 
Pro yedure s 
Developmert Plan 
Prepare Detail! d P r x e d  ires 
Methods, ar 'Xrectives for 
Reliability gram 
Prepare Detailed Procedures, 
Methods , 2nd Directives far 
Quality Assurance Prograrri 
with Subcont r ac tar s 
Welding Techniques, Cowdinati c)n 
Docurnentation Plan 
Equipment Laboratory a t  Wakcfielc 









Miabi l i ty  Easident Effort 
Reliability Resident Effort 
Reliability Resident Effort 
Procurement of four sets IMU-CDU 
Resolvers and two sets of Spare 
Evaluation of Duffers Meter and 
Comparison Tests with Kaytheor 
Weldpowe r 
Resident E€fort 
Three Working Models of AGE 
Identical to XIT Model 
Er ror  Analysis of Fine Alignment 
Acfutlracy of IMU Stable Member 
Resident Effort 
Resident Effort 
Procure three Servo Sticks and 





Re side nt Effort 
MIT 
:ANCE LLE 1: 
11/19/64 
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SUMIURY O F  TECHNICAL DIRECTIVES 















































IMU Gimbal Simulator 
Resident Effort 
CDU Drawings and Build 
Resident Effort 




ZGC System Integration 
Resident E1C.A- 
Additional GSE Support 
Resident Effort 
Resident Effort 
B/B Servo Amplifier Fabrication 
IMU Electronic Evaluation, 
Wakef ie Id 
(Not Is sued) 
(Not Issued) 
(Not Is sued) 





System Design of Inertial Sub- 
gation 
system GSE and G&N System 
?est GSE 
To Plan and Coordinate a Failure 
Reporting System 
&sign Review 
Apollc Failure Reporting System 
Process Specifications 
Program Progress and Status 
Reporting Directive 
IMU Electronic Evaluation 
Resident Effort 
Resident Effort 








Reliability h a l y s i s  
Resident Effort 





11 /2 1/6 3 
1 1/22/'6 3 





































n I ,  CI Ida.- 
I f  131 oa 
2/2 5/64 









12 /4/6 5 
11/5/62 

















































Pulse Torque Circuit Optimizatioi 
GSE System Design 
Resident E €fort 
Resident Effort 
CDU Electronics Optimization 
Fabrication of Nonflight D&C 
Resident Effort 
Capital Equipment, Apollo GSE 
B-R adboard 




D&C Drawing Preparation 
GSE System &sign, Portable 
Temperature Controller 
IMU Production 
Space Study Team, Resident Effor 
Universal Gearbox, Rasident 
Effort 
Support Engineering for Field 
Maintenance Procedure and 
Planning; 
Resident Effort, Design Analysis 
and Liaison 






Failure Reporting and Corrective 
D&C Preparatioii of Documentatio 
CDU Geartrdin Fabrication 
Documentation Coordination 
Optical Subsystem Analysis 
Resident Effort 
Logistic Support for Field 
Ope r a'ri ons 
Resident Effort 
(Not Is sued) 









1 0 /2 1/64 












1 1 /2 7/63 





























4/2 5 /6 3 
12/16/63 
12/5/62 












5 /2 7/3 7 
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Design Analysis, IMU Fixture Pad 
Design Evaluation and Qualificatio 
Optical Electronics Analysis 
Detailed Design of Apollo GSE 
Special Tooling and Test Equip- 
PSA Block I Hardware and 
PSA Hardware: AGE'S 1, VM, 








Procurement of Rotary Table 
Failure Effects Analysis 
Navigation Base Testing 
Manufacture of Deliverable 
Breadboard 
Resident. Effort 
G&N System Analysis and Liaison 
Resident Effort 
Specification Control Drawings 
Optics Elsctronics Mmufacture, 
D&C Prototype Fabrication 
Familiarization Manual 
D&C Manufacture 
Resident Effort, GSE 
Procurement and Fabrication of 
Maintenance and Repair Manuals 
Resident Effort, Postinstallation 
40 Second Time Delay Optimivztio 
Design Fabrication of Apollo 
AGE Harness Manufacture 


























4/15 /6 3 






















































10/2 1 /64 
6/3/63 





1 i/ 1/6 5 
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SUMMARY O F  TECHNICAL DIRECTIVES 









































Temperature C! ontrol Electronics 
Analysis 
Documentatic-i, Factory Test 
Plans 
Retrofit of Ap1lo 16 PIPA Test 
Console A AC Electronics 
CDU Manufactbre 
Optical Target Aignment Pro- 
GSE Load and Signal Simulation 
Welding P roce FS s Spec if ic at ion 
Resident Effort 
Fabricate D&C , Three CDU's, 
cedure 
implementation 
and Associated Electronics for 
Simulation 
Cross Training Program 
Field Operations Management 




Special Test Equipment 
Spares Procurement 
(Not Is sued) 
(Not Issued) 
Systems Assembly and Test 
Resident Effort 
Portable PIP Demagnetizers 
Facilities, Field Operations 
Resident Effort 
Redesign of Resilient Mounts for 
Coolant Hose Procurement 
AGE Harness Handling and 
Irnple-mentation of PAC3 and STU 
Maintenance and Repair M; muals 
D&C Environmental Testing 
PSA Tray Extenders 
Block I AGE Harness and PSA End 
Rotary Table Calibration Ki t  
Navigition Base 
Shipping Fixture 
System Test Activity 
Connector Assembly 
:ANCELLED lc OMPLETEL AC 
10/4/64 
10/22/64 



























1 0 /2 0/6 5 
5/6/65 






































SUMMARY O F  TECHNICAL DIRECTIVES - 
4C ELECTRONICS 


































Navigation Base, Optics Assembly 
Handling and Installation Fixtun 
Motion Picture Progress Report 
(Xot Issued) 
Specification Control Drawings 
Uesign and Fabrication of Navi- 
gation Base Lockout Pins and 
Clamps 
FQ; 11we Effects Analysis 
Alignment Bars 
Ikvelopment of Field Test and 
Vicinity Equipment, GSE-PSA 
Inertial Subsystem Design Analy- 
Transfer Switch and Adaptercable 
CDU Manufacture for D&C Simu- 
Navigation Base Testings 
Navigation Base Reduction Pro- 
PIP Test Fixture 
Resident Effort 
Data Reduction and Analysis Plann 
Test Cables for Breadboard 
Specification Control Drawing 
PSA Fabrication of Tray Harness 
Resident Effort 
Optical Subsystem Analysis 
Resident Effort 
(Not Is sued) 
Resident Effort 
Redesign Navigation Base, Block1 
Encapsulation of AGE 5 Harness 
and PSA End Connector 
Ass emb ly 
Failure Effects Analysis Effort 




sis for Block It G&N 
lation 
-gram (Not Issued) 
(Not Issued) 
(Not Issued) 
Optical Subsystem Analysis, 
Block I1 
CDU Environmental Testing 
Apollo PIPA Test Console 
MIT 
























































8 /2 7 /64 
7/31/67 
7 /3 1/67 
2/24/65 




SUMMARY O F  TECHNICAL DIRECTIVES 






































(Not Is sued) 
GSE Instalktion Team 
Sys teLi Mdhcr 
(Not Issued) 
16 PIPA Test Console Master 
Grouted Surface Plates 
Resident Effort 
(Not Is sued) 
Field Operations, Quality Control 
Block I Drawing Maintenance 
Breadboard GSE for Block II 
Resident Effort, Block I1 
(Not Is sued) 
G&N Harness Environmental 
Testing 
Part Qualification Program 
Reliability Program Plan 
Updating of Program Planning 
(Not Is sued) 
Component Failure Analysis, 
Block I, Block 11, and GSE 
Reliability Design Support, CM 
Block 11 
G&N System Analysis m d  Liaison 
for Block 11 
A i r  Frame 8 Thermal Instru- 
mentation 
Manufacturing Support, Block II 
PSA-CDU Design 
Resident Effort 
Parts Qualification Program 




Resident Effort, Block I1 
(Not Issued) 
Apollo Gyro Test Program 
Analysis and Design of Compatible 
Plan 
ISS Testing 
Block I ,  Block IT, and LEM 
GSE (Not Issued) 
I/100 Series (Not Issued) 
(Not Issued) 
D&C Sardware Qualification Block 
MIT 

















































SUMMARY O F  TECHNICAL DIRECTIVES 
AC ELECTRONICS 
































IMU Production Block I/100 Seriet 
(Cancelled) 





PSA Production Block I/100 Serier 
Navigation Base Production, Bloc1 
Block I F (Modified) GSE Changes 
Optics Electronics Production 
I/100 Series (Cancelled) 
Postqualification Program 
D&C Manufacture (Cancelled) 
Harness Design Engineering 
Support, BlockI/100 Series 
Retrofit GSE BB No. 3 
(Not Issued) 
(Mot Is sued) 
Block I1 Long Lead Procurement 
(GSE) 
Engineering Spec; alis t 
Block I1 Navigation Base Bread- 
board 
CM Block 11, PSA, and CDU 
Thermal and Vibration Model 
Command' Module Master Tooling 
Gages 
Modification to G&N Mounting 
Fixture, Block I 
Modification to G&N Transport 
Cart, Block1 
(Not Issued) 
Signal Conditioner Hardware and 
Engineering Support, Block I 
Site Activation Office 
(Not Is sued) 
Block I/100 Series D&C 
D&C Humidity Sesling 
Resident Effort 
G&N Glossary of Terms 
(C ance lled) 
Block IT Optimization, Coordinate( 
CDU Program 
(Cancelled) 
I/100 Series (Cancelled) 
Environmental 
10/2/64 
10 /2 /64 












1 Oh6 /67 

































7 /3 1/67 









































Block I/100 Series Electronics, 
G&N 20 Thermocouple Hwness 
PSA New 100 Series Drawings 
(Not Is sued) 
(Not Is sued) 
Engineering Evaluation of Mercur: 
(Not Issued) 
40 Seconds Time Delay Optimi- 
zation 
Special GSE for G&N 17 and 12 
Maintenance Analysis, Black Box, 
Maintainability Program, C /M 
D&C Panel Breadboards 
Optical Electronics Analysis 
(Cancelled) 
G&N, Four PIP'S, Engineering 
Support 
Change Package Preparation 
Evaluation of New Material for 
PSA Tray Harnesses, 100 Serie 




D&C Detail Design, Series 50 and 
CDU Detail Design, Series 50 and 
Optics Electronics Production, 
(Not Issued) 
IiVIU 2, Mechanical Integration 
Failure Effects Analysis 
LEM PSA Thermal and Vibration 
Kesident Effort 
Resident Effort 
(Not 10 sued) 
(Not Is sued) 
Resident Effort 
Navigation Base Block 11 
Engineering Support 
Thermostats for Block 11 


















1 0 /2 6/6 7 














1 0/2 5/6 6 
1/12/66 
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Re s ident E f €0 r t 
Breadboard 2 Update 
Drawing Preparation, PSA 
Horizontal Photometer 
OSS Electronics, Block 11 
Preproduction 
D&C Nonfunctional Parts 
D&C Detail Design 
D&C Design Analysis, Block II 
D&C Environmenta.1 
D&C Prototype Fa1 .&ation 
LEM GSE Design 
LEM Navigation Base 
LEM Navigation Base, Pre- 
Design Analysis Block II PSA GME 
Postinstallation Test Support 
Resieent Effort, ISS 
Resident Effort, ISS 
PSA Header Package 
PSA CDU Header, Block I1 
Resident Effort, OSS 
Resident Effort, Reliability 
Navigation Base, MIT Mcdel 
IMU Detail Design, Block 11 





Parts Qualification, Block IT 
(Not Issued) 
Guidance Qualification Resident 
Effort 










1 0/2 6 /6 7 
10/2 6/66 
10 /2 6/66 
10 /2 7 /67 




10/2 6/6 6 
1 0/27 /6 6 
1 0 /2 6/6 7 
5/25/67 
11/25/66 
1 0/2 6 /6 6 






1 0/2 7 /6 7 
12i2'i/67 




































SUMMARY O F  TECHNICAL DIRECTIVES 
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Vendor and Quality Assurance 
Internal Engineering Support 
Manufacturing Plan 
Documentation Administration 
Promam Progress Reports 
Reliability Analysis 
Reliability Training 
Preparation of Documents 
Reliability Test Program 
Optics Manufacturing 
MDV, Block I 
Optics Design Analysis 
Thermal Analysis 
AGE 2 Mechanical Integration 
Stress Analysis, AGE 2 
Field Operation Training 
Field Operations Management 
Material and Spares Integration 
Field Operations Resident Effort 
Procurement Specifications 
Maintenance Analysis 
Special Test Equipment 
Procure 5-inch Autocollimator 
Design GSE 
Failure Reporting System 
Spares Procurement 
AGE 1 and 2 MDV Test 
Parts Qualification 
Des i gn Shipping Container 
AGE I Thermal Vacuum Test 
AGE Postinstallation 
MDV for NR 
Fabricate Five OSS's and MDV's 
Provide Nine 2-1/2-inch 
Autocollimators 
GSE Optical Wedge 
Long Eye Relief Equipment 
Failure Efforts Analysis 
Design and Procure 1 -1/2-inch 
Condition Light Assembly 































































7 /2 0/6 7 
6/14/65 
6/14/65 


















2 /18/6 6 










































Block I Drawing Mainienance 
Block I Reliability Program 









Block 11 GSE Planning 
Star Horizon Modes 
CiSE Fixture Design 
Portable Light 
Postinstallation Test Fixture 
Functional Tester 
Resident Effort 
LER Design Analysis 





SUMMARY O F  TECHNICAL DIRECTIVES 





































































































Special Process and Material 
Specificattons 
Program Progress and Status 
Thermal Interface 
Erase Memory Tester 
ModcJe Tester 
Micrologic Evalustion and 
Qualification 
AGC Interface Specification 
GSE Module and. Drawer Fabri- 
Test Equipment 
Fabrication af CompuE r Simu- 
Design Evaluation and Quality 
AGC Calibration Equipment 
Interface Specification 
AGC Tooling 
Computer Test Set Production 
Field Operations Training 
AGC Fixlure a rd  Shipping Con- 
Field Operations Management 




Fabrication Block I AGC 
Parts Qualification 
PACE System Test Activity 
Maintenance and Repair Ixlanuals 
Block i AGC Ropes 
AGC Simulation Computers (Threc 
ACX: Simulation Computer. Core 
AGC Power Supply Teeter 
Failure Effects Analysis 







































































5 /2 0/68 
5/20/68 
5 /2 O/G 8 
5 /2 0/6 8 
5/2 0/68 
1/13/68 
5 /2 B/(i 8 
5/20/68 
5 /2 0 /68 
6 / Z  0/6 8 
5/2 0/6 8 
8 /2 6/64 
5/20/68 

















































Deploy Field Operations Personnel 
Data Analysis 
Block II SCD's 
AGC Rope Simulator 
Bloch I G&N Drawing Maintenance 
GSE Installation Team 
Block 11 AGC Dual Micro Norgate 
AGC Prcgram Documeiltation 
STU Main DSKY 
Power  upp ply Redeisgn 
AGC OSC Redesign 
Reliability Program Plan 
Reliability Design Support 
Failure Analysis 
Failure Reporting Corrective 
Reliability Analysis 
Main DSKY Test Standard 
AGC Prtjduction Effort Engineerin1 
Block I GSE Support Engineering 
Block II Fabrication of AGC Proto 
Block It Fabrication of Bits and 
Block 11 Resident Effort 
Block I1 Core Rope 
Block 11 Prototype CDE Digital 
Block I Design, Engineering 
Block I Tooling 
Block I AGC 
Core Ropes Block I 100 
Blcok I 100 DSKY 
AGC Electrica',!Mecharrical 
Design, I/IOO 
AGC Test Equipment and Tooling, 
I/100 
Block I/100 AGC Retrofit 
Block I/100 AGC/GSE Design 
and Retrofit Program 
Navigation DSKY Mounting Fixturf 
AGC Field Test Documentation 
Inhibit Wire Jumper Assembly 
Thermal Analysis 
Block 11 Prototype Core Ropes 






































































5/2 0/6 8 
9/5/67 
















5/2 0/6 8 
5/20/68 
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Block II AGC LEM Field 
Verification 





Resided E f f x t ,  GSE 
Fixed Wcnory Module? 





























2 . 3  TECHNICAL REPORTS 
The extremely large volume of technical documentation precludes the preparation of 
a document providing sufficient technological discussion and data to comprehensively 
e-xplain the results achieved under Contract NAS9-497. 
Program results are generally well known and a restatement of accomplishments would 
be redundant to m?.tsrial previously presented. To document and summarize the con- 
tract scope of work, document records were carefully reviewed and a bibliography of 
relevmt documents prepared. In the review effort all pertinent documentation was in- 
cluded and an efIort was made to avoid redundancy with other sections of this report. 
This bibliographical material is presented in 16 major categories. The initial 11 
categories are strictly hardwareoriented and are presented in the order in  which they 
appear in the Statement of Work. The remaining five categories deal with the broader 
and nonhardware aspects of the program. In some areas, notably Reliability and 
Quality Assurance, documentation has been excluded to  avoid redundancy with com- 
prehensive listings published elsewhere in this report. 
The categories used are as follows. 
1. 
2. Navigation Base 
3. Power Servo Assembly 
4. Control Display Unit 
5. Displays and Controls 
6. Ground Support Equipment 
7. System Assembly and Test 
8. Inertial Subsystem 
5. Optical Subsystem 
10. Computer Subsystem 
11. Astrosextank Passive Thermal Protective System 
12. Software 
13. Field Operations, Training, and Manuals 
14. Reliability and Quality Assurance 
15. General Program Aspects 
16. Administrative Factors 
Inertial Measurement Uni t  including electronics 
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2.4 ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSALS 
The following tabluation is a comprehensive log of Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) 
activity for the life of the program. The ECP numbers appear in the extreme left 
column with suffixes of IrFt1 for Firm, clPrl for Preliminary, or "R" to indicate the 
final revision number. 
Although the remaining columns are largely self explanatory, for clarity the informa- 












Title Column - Brief title of ECP as  issued 
Contractor Affected Column - Indicates Contractor or Directed Subcontractor: 
A indicates AC Electronics, K indicates Kollsman, R. indicates Raytheon 
Basic Document Column - Contractor or  Directed Subcontractor-originated 
document initiating ECP action 
RECP & Date Received Column - NASA-originated document initiating ECP 
action 
CE #, Budg. /Firm Column - Internal AC Electronics vehicle for accumulating 
cost information of budgetary or  firm nature 
Equip. Affected Column - Identification of hardware affected 
Effectivity, In-Linehetrofit Column - Identification of specific items affected 
and where 
ECP Budg. to NASA & Date Column - Document transmitting cost &?formation 
to NASA and date of transmittal 
NASA DispQsition Columns - Identification of NASA document stipluating dis- 
position a@ "Approved" or as  "Disapproved/Cancelled" 
CTA 8604 - Date & Rev. Column - Internal AC Electronics vehicle for release 
of effort and instruction for performance 
Remarks Column - Self Explanatory 
Further information may be obtained by review of Paragraph 2.5, which contains a 
tabulatio,i ~f Contract Change Authorizations ( CCA) and related garagraphs. 
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2.5 CONTRACT CHANGE AUTHORIZATIONS 
This paragraph provides a comprehensive tabulation of Contract Change Authorizations 
(CCA's) issiled against Contract NAS9-49'1. The CCA record is cross-re€erenced to 
the ECP Log presented in Paragraph 2 .4 .  
The format of this record displays the information in t3e following manner. 
CCA 497 Column- Lists the CCA number 
CO Column - Lists the AC Electronics Change Order nvmber 
C E  Column - Lists the AC Electronics Cost Estimate number 
Date Column- Lists the date noted on the CCA as  date of issue 
ECP Column- Lists cross-reference information referring to  the ECP Log 
Subject Column- List9 the CCA title 
Remarks Column - Lists remarks which a re  limited to  notations of cancellation, 
of Paragraph 2 . 4  
revision, supersession, o r  a reference to  other relevant 
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2. 6 SOE.'I'WARE 
2.6.1 G & N POSTINSTALLATION GROUND TEST ACTIVITIES 
AC Electronics generated and maintained G & N postinstallation subsystem test speci- 
fications, starting with Spacecraft CSM 14 at KSC and continuing through Apollo 13. 
AC Electronics also generated and maintained the Block I1 and Lunar Module (LM) 
postinstallatioq testing specifications for use at Grumman Aircraft Corporation (GAC) , 
Bethpage, Long Island, New York, and North American Rockwell Corporation (NE), 
Downey, California. 
In support of Automatic Checkout Equipment (ACE)/Spacecraft testing, AC Electronics 
developed a program for computer generation of G & N PCM downlink data tD verify 
ACE Computer G & N subprograms. G & N requirements for ACE computer programs 
were generated as Subprogram Block Specifications and maintained during the contract. 
K-Start Tapes which contain Apollo Guidance Computer (AGC) erasable memory pro- 
grams for  G & N testing at ER, GAC, KSC, and MSC, were programmed, produced, 
and verified. K-Start Tapes are used for both integrated and subsystem G & N testing. 
A s  part of the programming and verification effort, a Block II Apollo Computer Simu- 
lator IBM 360 Program was  developed and a K-Start Tzpe reader and uplink 1.0gic 
were fabricated. 
2.6.2 APOLLO PROGRAM SUPPORT TO MIT/IL 
2.6.2.1 AS-501 Support at MIT/IL 
The AC Electronics Software group at MIT/IL performed the analysis, programming, 
and simulation tasks required to assemble and validate the AGC control program 
SOLRUM for the AS-501 mission. Since the GSOP for AS-501 represented an exten- 
sion of the AS-202 mission plan, the AS-202 AGC program w a s  used as the starting 
point for the development of SOLRUM. RequiFed programming changes between the 
AS-501 and AS-202 missions were identified by AC, and a realizable schedule for 
accomplishment was proposed. Target completion dates and specific responsibilities 
were assigned for each individual task. Analytical tasks included: rescaling of orbital 
integration and average g navigation programs, derivation of a nsw time-of-free-flight 
(TFF) routine to account for a highly eliptic orbit, derivation of an attitude maneuver 
routine for a threeaxis (pitch, yaw, roll) sequence, generation of a cold soak attitude 
routine, and incorporation of a new reentry package. The new routines were coded 
and checked out in  system test laboratory simulations, 
Logic changes, such as sequencing of S-IVB separation and SPS burns, new flags, 
verb codes, and DSKY entries, were programmed. Partial program assemblies were 
EP0021 2-291 
made and checked out in simulations with environment and in Simflights under 1 g 
conditions to exercise the program logic. 
For the validation, a final complete program assembly was made (Revision 59 of 
SOLRL?M) , The validation procedure involved simulation runs of discrete mission 
phases under both nominal and perturbed conditions, as well a s  end-to-end simulation 
runs under those conditions. Late changes during configuration control required that 
a Revision 55 be made. 
After validation, AC Electronics provided documentation and contixde2 support fol- 
lowing rope release. 
2 . 6 . 2 . 2  AS-501 Support at Milwaukee 
An Interpretive Computer Simulation (ICs) was developed at  Milwaukee for the 
Apollo 501 mission. A complete nominal run was made and delivered to MIT/IL in 
November 1966. 
The flight equation portion of the program for Mission 501 was run successfully 
through the Automatic Checkout System (ACS) . The results were documented in a 
Prog-rani Description Document (EP66-533, 31 January 1967) wMch wits publiahed snd 
sent to MIT/IL. 
2 . 6 . 3  APOLLO Q CL N SIMULATION CAPABILITY 
AC Electronics established a Sirnuladon Laboratory to support G & N testing in-house 
and in the field. The laboratory is also capable of investigating flight programs under 
certain simulated flight conditions, and is capable of verifying ground test programs 
under corik3!ed conditions. The basic components of the laboratory are a Sigma 5 
Digital Cof;tcputer, an EA1 8800 Analog Computer, and an AGC, along with the asso- 
ciated buffering and peripheral equipment. 
The laboratory has all analog, all digital, or  hybrid operating modes. A software 
system was developed and maintained to support the operating modes of the laboratory. 
2 . 6 . 4  AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT SYSTEM (ACS) ACTIVITIES 
AC Electronics functionalized the Apollo Block I1 ACS, described in the Technical 
Report for ECP 703, and utilized it to perform program verification for the Apollo 8, 
9, 10, afid 11 flights. All verification was performed as defined by the test plans. 
Selected parts of the following programs were verified and reported in the program 
description documents. 
G Colossus 237 
Sundance 306 
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0 Luminary 069 
0 Colossus 249 
0 Luminary 099 

















Colossus 237 to Colossus 249 
Colossus 237 to Comanche 44 
Colossus 249 to Comanche 45 
Comanche 45 to Manche 45R2 
Manche 45R2 to Colossus 249 
Luminary 69 to Luminary 69R2 
Luminary 69R2 to Luminary 97 
Luminary 97 to Luminary 99 
Luminary 99 to Luminary 99R1 
Manche 45R2 to Comanche 55 
Comanche 55 to Comanche 67 
Comanche 57 to Comanche 72 
Luminary 99R1 to Luminary 116 
Luminary 116 to Luminary 130 
Luminary 130 to Luminary 131 
Those comparisons numbered'l, 5, 7, 8,  9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15  above are 
reported on in the comparison reports, Paragraph 2.6.6.3.2. 
































AC-M AP-M DATE 
-26(L) 21.949 4/10/69 
- 03 19973 10/7/'68 
-07 (C) 211; :. 11/7/68 
-13 (C) 21271 11/21/68 
2.6.5 TWO-MACHiNE FACIUTY ACTIVlTIES 
AC Electronics has utilized the Two-Machine Facility to perform Apollo program 
verification for the Apollo 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 1 2  flights. All  testing was in accord- 
ance with the test plans. Selected portions of the following programs were tested md 
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In addition, the Two-Machine Facility has been used extensively for diagnostic and 
problem analysis investigations of the flight programs. 
The current effort being performed for the Apollo 13  flight will not be complcted by 
the termination of this contract and is not reported upon in this summary. 
2 . 6 , 6  ITEMS DELIVERED 
2.6. 6.1 Process Specifications 
Process Specifhations were delivered as follows. 
0 ND 1002323 Postin&flation Checkout Specification for LM G & N 
Sys:em (Aurora 881, Revisions through P 
Postinshllation Checkout Sbecification for CSM G & N 
Systom (bbdial) , Revisions through Y 
ND 1002325 
2-296 EP0021 
ND 1002348 Postinstallation Checkout Process Specificat,m (Sundial) , 
Rsvibians through L 
Fostinatallation Checkout Precess Specification for Apollo 
Guidance and Navigation System Block II-E X-with 
Colossus Flight Ropes, Revisions through F 
Postinstallation Checkout Process Specification €or LM 
G & N System (KSC) with Luminary Flight Ropes, 
Revisions through D 
Displays and Contro1.s Specification (LM) , Revisions 
through C 
Displays ar.d Contrals Specification (Block 11) , Revisions 
through G 
ACE-S/C Computer Subprogram Specification for Apollc, 






2.6.6. 2 Special Reports 
Special Reports were deliversd as follows. 
EP 66-533 Apollo Guidance Computer Program Descriptions Document 
for Mission 501, Volumes I and I1 
k.pol10 CSM/LM Hybrid Simuiation Report, 24 October 1969 
SSW-69-60-74 Two-Machine La'mratory User's Guide, 29 July 1969 
APM-14382-N488 G & N System Postinstallation Grouild Testing Program 
Plan, 25 November 1966 
SSb'-69-60A-68 Apo!lo Bloc'r. I1 ICs Development Final .Report, 14 March 
1969 
I<-Start Tape Statun Summary 
2. 6.6.3 softmars Verification Reports 
2.6.6.2.1 Program Description Documents 
Program Descrigtion documents were 4elivered as follo~lys. 
0 EP9545 Apollo Guidance Computer Program Description Document for 
0 EP9419 Apollo Guidance Osmputer Program Eescription Document; for 
Landing Radar Routim - Luminary 116, 1 October 1969 
Landing and Rsndszvous Radar Houtiws - Luminary 39, 
11 July 1969 
EP0021 2-297 
EP3289 
EP 91 51 




Apollo Gcidance Computer Program Descriptioii Document €or 
Rendezvous Radar Routines - Luminary 69, VHF Ranging Routine 
- Colossus 249, 6 June 1969 
Apollo Guidance Computer Program Description Document for 
Luminary 69, 25 February 1969 
Apollo Ghidance Computer ProgrEm Descriptioa Document for 
Sundance 306, 30 December 1968 
Addendum 1 to Apllo Guidance Computer Program Description 
Document for Colossus 237 Automatic Optics Positioning Routine, 
6 June 1969 
Apollo Guidance Computer Program Description Document for 
Coiossus 237, 29 November 1968 
Technical Report ECP 703, 16 September 1969 
2.6.6.3.2 Program Comparison Documents 










Ap~l10 Guidance Computer Program Comparison Document 
Luminary IC,Revisions 131 and 130, 11 December 1969 
Apolfo Guidance Computer Program Comparison Document 
Luminary IC and Luminary IB, 8 December 1969 
Apollo Guidance Computer Program Comparison Document 
Colossus T I D  and Colossus IIC, 14 November 1969 
Apollo Guidance Computer Program Comparison Document 
Luminary TB (Revision 116) Luminary IA (Revision 99R1), 
22 Septcmber 1969 
Apollo Guidance Computer Program Comparison Document 
Colossus ITC and Colossus IIA, 14 August 1969 
Apollo Guidance Computer Program Comparisos Document 
Luminary IA,Revisiona 35R1 and 99, 30 June 1969 
Apollo Guidance Computer Program Comparison Document 
Colossus IIA and Colossus 11, 30 June 1969 
Apollo Guidance Computer Program Comparison Document 
Luminary IA, Revisions 99 and 97, 30 June 1969 
Apollo Guidance Computer Program Comparison Document 
Luminary I and Luminary IA, 30 June 1969 
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0 EP9244 AGC Program Comparison Colossus I1 and Colossus IA, 
22 April 1969 
a Cornparison of Apollo Guidance Computer Prcgratns for Colossus 249 and 
Colossus 237, 14 February 1969 
2.6.6.3.3 Two-Machine Test Reports 














AP-M-2257 2-N3 931 
AP-M-2210 9-N37 22 
AP-M-21900-N3688 
AP-M- 21 698 -N3610 
SSW- 60- 60A-47 
AP-M- 21 534-N3 543 
AP-M- 21 370- N37 7 9 
AP-M-20063-N3343 
AP-M-22402-N3851 
Apollo 1 2  Radar and VHF Computer Routines Final 
Report (Luminary 116/Comanche 67), 1 3  November 
1969 
Colossus IIC/Colossus IIA (Comanche 67/Comanche 
55) Comparison Testing Report, 10 November 1969 
Luminary IB/Luminary iA (Luminary 116/Luminary 99) 
Comparison Testing Report, 10 November 1969 
Radar and VHF Computer Routines Final Report 
(Luminary 95/Comanche 55), 27 August 1969 
Lum 69 Rev. 002/Luminary Rev. 069 Difference 
Testing Report Incbiding Rendezvous Radar Routines, 
1 5  May 1969 
Luminary 69 Final Test Report, 3 April 1969 
Colossus 249/Colossus 237 Difference Testi -g Report, 
18 February 1969 
Sundance 306 Final Test Report, January 1969 
Colossus 2 3  Final Test Report, 1 2  December 1968 
Sundisk 282 Test  Report, 17 October 1968 
Luminary Rev. 0091’Lurn 69, Rev. 002 Difference 
Testing Report, 14 July 1969 
Colossus IIA/Colossus I1 Comparison Testing Report, 
10 July 1969 
Colossus II/Colossus IA Comparison Testing Report, 
15  May 1969 
EP0021 2-299 
2. 6. 6. 3 .4  Test Plans 
Test  Plans were delivered as follows. 





AP-M- 20 0 9 2- N3 3 5 9 
AP-IVI -1 997 6-N3307 
AP-M-l9720-N3204 
AP-M-l9543-N3137 
Rrdar and VHF Ranging Computer Routines Test  
Plan, 6 May 1969 
Test Plan for  Comparison Testing of Lunar Mission 
Lunar Module Fligbt Programs Using the Two- 
Machine Facility, April 1969 
Lunar Mo3ule Flight Program Test Plan, 2 May 1969 
Test  Plan for Comparison Testing of Lunar Mission 
Command Module Flight Programs Using the Two- 
Machine Facility, April 1969 
Command Module Flight Program Test Plan, 
1 April 1969 
Luminary Test Plan, 3 January 1969 
Sundance Test  Plan, 29 October 1968 
Colossus Test Plan - Addendum 1, 10 October 1968 
Colossus Test Plan, 4 September 1968 
Sundisk 282 Test  Plan, 7 August 1968 
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2.7 LISTING OF HARDWARE DD-250's 
To denionstrate the completion of delivery requirementa, a summary listing of 
deliverable items has been prepared. This listing identifies the requirement for 
delivery, the nomenclature of the item, the quantity delivered, and the number of 
the DD Form 250 executed to acknowledge delivery. The DD-250 numbers having 
no prefix originated at AC Electronics, while the DD-250's originating at Kollsman 
are prefixed 11;; and those from 3aytheon are  prefixed LV. 
A summary 'listing of K-Start Tape DD-250's is also included. The K-Start Tapes 
were furnished under Statement of Work Ekhibit A, Paragraph 4.1.1.10.1, Exhibit B, 
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SECTION III 
RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE 
3 . 1  GENERAL 
The summary material in this section has been prepared to document the completion 
01 the requirements of Exhibit E stipuiated in the Statement of Work dated 1 July 1966 
a s  revised. 
The organization of this section i s  generally chronological. The initial paragraphs 
deal with qualification testing and the evaluation of parts and materials because tl:cse 
were among the f i r s t  major program efforts. Overstress analysis, technical manuals, 
and training a r e  the logical subjects to follow i n  this chronology. The L i d  three 
paragraphs cover operating hours, repairs ,  and failure analysis. 
Further discussion on these subjects precedes the bibliography for each. The docu- 
ments and data ars  being held in aczordance with required retention practices. Addi- 
tional relevant information may be found in the applicable portions of Section 11, pri- 
marily those paragraphs dealing with technical reports , technical directives, and 
co r.trac t changes. 
EPOCBl 3-1 

3.2 QUA4LIFICATION TEST REPORTS 
A qualification test program was conducted to assure that the Apollo production G & N 
equipment would perform its intended function. (See Statement of "v'ork, Exhibit E ,  
Section 5. ) AC Electronics provided support in determining the qualification status 
of par ts  and material. Summaries contained recommendations for  further testing 
should the existing test data indicate any deficiencies. 
Tests were conducted in accordance with the environmental conditions as prescribed 
in the following specifications. 
9P EC IFIC A TION Q'JALIFICATION TEST 
ND 1002037 Block 1-100 Subsystem and G & N System 
ND 100233'3 Block I1 and L M  Subsystem 
ND 1002044 through ND 1002060 Pa r t s  and Materials Qualification Tests 
Qualification tests w e r e  conducted for the nominal environmental limits of the Apolio 
mission and the design limit of the airborne equipment. The results of each test 
were assessed to determine the qualification status of the system, subsystem, and 
part  or  material tested. Hardware changes were made as a resul t  of testing and re- 
testing. 
The Contractor provided support i n  establishing an intemated test program. This 
was accomplished by the Test Review Board (TRB) . The TRB evaluated system 
reliability throughout the design, development, and qualification tes t  program. 
The qualification test reports for the Apollo production G & N equipment are listed below. 
EP0021 3-3 

























PART TESTS COMPLETED CONTRACT HAS 9-497, BLOCK 1-100 
PART TESTS REQUIRED, CONTRACT NAS 9-491, BLOCK 1-100 








































































































































































































































Metals and Controls 




































PacL .c Semlconductoi 











































































































































































































PART TESTS COMPLETED, CONTRACT NAS 9-497, BLOCK I - 1 O G  
PART TESTS REQUIRED, CONTRACT NAS 9-497. BLOCK 1-100 
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PART TESTS COMPLETED, CONTRACT NAS 9-497, BLOCK 1-100 
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pss REPORT AC IRANRMITTAL 
ILIdllED LclTWHo. SSD NO. PART TYPE VkNDOR 
d 
1010804 Mstir W s i b D  A-299-1 






Mlom hrltoh A-362-1 
Mlom %Itch A-353-1 
Mlom bvltch A-364-1 
Mlcm htLth A-355-1 
I~iom &Itoh A-366-1 
Mlom &Itch A-357-1 




















3-16-66 1 1 4 a  
6-24-66 ltsll 
6-29-60 1a67 
0-2460  1a16 
6-2S-66 1a67 
E-2466 12916 
3-9-07 lWl-NT81  
6-a-00 l&OI 
6-24-66 ia i s  
6-ZS-60 imei 
io-m-ee IW-N~IM 





* AIIO iubmlttad on 3-17-66 v l l  A P  M-11462. 
**Aim rubmltt.d on 7-14-06 vi. AP M-13076-N191. 
+ &LlbqUent m v ~ l o n r  iubmkted on 3-17-66 vk A P  M-11482. 
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PART TESTS REQUIRED. CONTRACT NAS 9-497, BLOCK 1-100 





















































R-012-1 5-4-61 15191-N884 















R e e w s  
K-143-2 7-25-67 
hlallory K-156-1 3-9-66 1; Kollsman I K-165 ' 13-11-66 
Sanders K-170-1 3-15-66 
K-169-1 3-28-66 
- 
PART TESTS REQUII(ED, CONTRACT NAS 9-49'!, BLOCK 11 
AC ELECTRONICS 
I I 1 
1010928 
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E Drlver  
Strand Select 
L)rlver Servlce 











K e y b n i  
Fal lure  Detect 
Relay 
CONTRACT NAS 9-497, BLOCK 1-100 






















































































































TEST HEPORT AC 'IXANBMITTAL 
EPORTNO. ISSUED LETTERN. A88SMBLY NAME 
ASSEMBLY 
PARTNO. 
2001024 Head, Electmnlcd K-BO1 5-26-66 
2001032 Hlgh Voltage Power Sui& X-602 5-25-66 . 12520 
2001022 Tunlng Forlr Aaadmbly K-603 6-25-66 
D U e r e o t h l  Ampllflar awl P r s c l a b n  Volt. Ret 
PIPA C i l l b n t l o n  
Olmbal Servo Ampllfler 
Power Supply, -28 Vdo 
AAC Nlter aad Muitlvlhntor, 3,200 HZ 
Ampllflsr, 1 Pemmt, 3,200 Hr 
Tempendure Controller Power Supply, 3,200 Hr 
M C  FU%r and Multlvlbntor, 800 Hr 
Ampllfler, 1 Percent ,  800 HI 
Anipllfler, 5 Percent, 800 Ha 
Encoder E leo t ron lu  
CDU Dlgihl to A n b E  Converter 
Fornard Backward Counter and C o m p t e r  Cutput 
mi0 Prmrnpl l f ler  
ADA Prsnmpllf ler  
Motor Drlve AmpllIler 
Resolver  Drlvd Ampllfler 
Relay Module 
Dlfferentlal AmpllIler and P m l a l o n  Volt. ReL 
PIPA CaLlbrntlon 
Relay and Diode 
Glmbel Servo A m p u l e r  
Power Sum$, -28 Vdc 
M C  Fl l t e r  and Muklvlbntor ,  3,200 Hr 
Ampllfler. 1 Perneat ,  3, u ) O  Ha 
Tempen tu re  Controller Power Supply, 3, 200Ha 
M C  FUter aod Multlvlbntor, 600 Hr 
Ampllfler, I Percent, 800 Hr 
AmpWler, 5 Perneat. SO0 Ha 
E n o d e r  E l e d m n l c s  
CDU Dlglt.1 to ANlog  Converter 
Fumrd Bnckward Counter and Compcter Output 
IRIG P r a m p l l f l e r  
ADA PrcnmpWler  
Motor D r l w  AmplUler 
Reaolver Drlve Ampllfler 
Relay Module 
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KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT CORPOHATIQN 
3.3 PARTS AND MATERIALS EVALUATION TEST REPORTS 
3.3.1 MATERIALS 
Materibls were evaluated for  suitability of application in the ApoCo G &N equipment. 
The results of approximately 225 total tests of materials were summarized and for- 
warded to NASA at 6-month intervals, in accordance with Article 3D of the schedule 
of Contract NAS9-497. These reports  summarized the te?t objective, the approach 
to the testing, and the conclusion reached for  each material  test. Listed below are 




28 October 1969 
AP-M-21887-N3685 2 April 1969 
AP -M-!.9927-N3288 d ::ctober 1968 
AP-M-18571-Nl809 26 March 1968 
AP-M-17153-Nl332 12  Ocbber 1.5 . 
:i 3 --M-15541-N810 
AP-M-13929-N366 11 October 1966 
6 April 1967 
AP-M- 11802-N14 7 April 1966 
AP-M-9840 13  December 1965 
AP-M-8880 1 5  October 1965 
AP-M-6266 30 March 1965 
3.3.2 PARTS 
Parts evaluation tests were conducted at AC Electronics in support of the design pro- 
gram and manufacturing. (See s, 0. w. Exhibit E ,  Par,agraph 3. 5. 3.)  Tests were 
conducted in cases where insufficient data was available for determining the adequacy 
of a part o r  material  to perform to the Apollo requirements. Process  controls and 
specification limits were evaluated o r  established through these efforts. Problem 
areas encountered during the manufacturing cycle were traced to the sources md 
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PKECEDING PAGE BLANK NUT FILMEIJ. 
3.4 OVEBSTRESS ANALYSIS REPORTS 
In support of failure investigations and suspected overstress  circumstances, 
AC El-ectronics and its major subcontractors conducted overstress  analyses. 
Statement G f  Work,Exhibit E, Paragraph 3.3.1.) These analyses were primarily 
concerned with reliability assessment of potential overstresses on airborne hardware 
units The results of these analyses would be assessed to determine the possible 
secondary ovs1-stressY the r isk of future failure if continued in use, and the repair,' 
replacement action necessary to eliminate any risk. The reports  of these analyses 
are listed below. 
(See 





3242-DE- 5 4 8 4  
3242-DE-531-A 










Overstress  Analysis of Apollo I1 I R E  9A9 
Reliability of PIPA Calibration Modules, 
Stress Analysis of Apollo E/L Panel Bond to Safety 
Glass  Laminate 
Overstress Fvaluation of Apollo IMU, 
Reliability of PIGA Electronic Assembly, 
Ducosyn Transformer,  P /N 1010888, Stress  Level 
During G & N Failure 
Stress  Analysis of Power Servo Assembly, 
Stress Analysis of PIPA Electronics Assembly 
Analysis of Workmanship Vibration Effects on G & N 
Indicator Control Panel 
Overstress  Analysis of Raytheon Memory Module 
Overstress Analysis of LM PSA, P/N 6007200, 
S/N 20 
Mechanical Overstress Analysis of Apollo Coarse 
System Module, P /N 2007236, S/N 213 
'P/N 2007105-011, S/N's 19, 32, 36 
P /N  20186-1-231, S/N 30 
P / N  2007201-031, S/N 11 
P/N 2007200-051, S/N 23 
EP0021 3-31 
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3 242 - D E 4  1 2-A 
SUBJECT 
7- 
Analysis of Workmanship Vibration Effects on CM 
Sign Conditioner, PI/N 2007234-021, S/N 13 
Indentations on Convolutions of Apollo Sextant Bellows, 
P/N 1898952 
Overstress Analysis of Test Point Adapter Induced 
Malfunctions in PSA S I N  7 
Dropped Block II ECDU, P /N 2007222, S/N 41 
LM-4 ?SP S b '  8 28 V, 800 Hz, 1 percent Failure 
Failure of Phzse I3 Gyro Wheel Supply in G & N 214 
Stress Analysis of Apollo ECDU 
Analysis of Overstresses  in C/N PSA S/N 14, PEA, 
S/N 8, and INZU S/N 17, Induced by GSE Crossbar 
Switch Failure 
Stress  Analysis of Apollo Computer Ropes Recovered 
from Apollo Flight AS-501 
25 IRIG Overstress Analyses Related to G & N 210 
Failure 
Ribbon Run Rerouting between Relay K1 Terminal 7 
and Diode CR1 on Apollo Gimbal Servo Amplifier, 
P/N 2007114 
Effects to IRIG Electrical Normalizing Network Due to 
Superimposing 115 V, 60 Hz Voltage with 27.5 Vdc 
LM IMU S/N 13 Thermal Problem at KSC 
Overstress Analysis of Test  Point Adapter Induced 
Malfunctions in PSA S/N 7 
Stress Analysis of IRIG Preamplifier Module, 
P /N 2021785, S I N  418 
Mechantcal Overstress Analysis of Apollo PIP Pre- 
amplifier Module, P /N 2007060-02 :, S/N 44 
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3242-D E-3 90-A 
3242-DE-385-A 
3242-DE-376-A 














Overs t ress  of OSS 800 Hz, 5 percent  Amplifier in  
G & N 206, PSA S/N 13 
800 Hz, 5 percent  Amplifier Overs t ress  in G & N 603 
Mechanical Overs t ress  Analysis of Apollo MSA and 
Quadrature Reject  Module, P/N 2006238-061 
LM IiMLT S/N 13 and PSA S/N 3 Thermal  Problems at 
KSC 
Overs t ress  of PTA S/N ACSK-6 in  G & N 603 
Overs t ress  Analysis of IRlG Preamplifier,  
Apollo Block 1-100 PSA Coldplate Malfunction 
OA Resolver Assembly Fa i lure  
Overs t ress  Analysis of Apollo QEadrature Select 
S/N 169 
Analysis of Shaft Stress of Beckman Variable Resis tor  
Apollo P/N 1008932 
G & N 122 Ablative Shield/RTV-560 Separation 
Megger Fai lure  in Apollo G & N S/N 212, IMU 
Thermal  Stress of G & N Indicator Control Panel,  
Electrical O v e r d r e s s  Investigation of Apollo 
Block 1-100 PSA T r a y  7 During Pre-Power Assurance 
Testing 
Y B I G  S/N 7A-42 Short Circuit  in IMU ACSK-21 
Analysis of Shaft S t r e s s  During Vibration of Beckman 
Potentiometer, P/N 1010 91 6 
Bent Pins ,  Fai lure  Report  16638 
Thermal Overst-ress of G & N Indicator Controi Panel,  
P / N  2021785-011 
S/N ACSK-29 
P/N 2014578, S/N ACSK-13 
P/N 2014578-021, S/N 1 0  
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PSA Nodule Failures in ISS 607 
Apollo G & N 204 Vlbration Overstress 
Corning Glass Resistor Problem 
Attitude E r r o r  Demodulator Failure in C & N 123 
603PlA Nonconformance 
IMU Short Circuit in LM ISS S/N 607 
hilalysis of Quadrant Solector Module, 
P /N  2007243, S/N 35, from ECDU 203, 
P / N  2007222, S/N 140 
Stress Analysis of Failure Experienced During 
Qualification Testing of Block I1 ISS 
800 Hz, 5 p e r c e n t h p l i f i e r  Failure in G & N 203 
800 HI, Power Supply Failure in Apollo Block II 
Spare PSA 
Apollo Module Ground Stud Resistance Problem 
Apollo I1 B I G  Normalizing Network Connector Short 
Circuit 
Apollo Command Module Cover Stress h a l y s i s  
Apollo, Analysis of Test Results of GE Capacitor, 
LORS/PMT and Beacon Electronics 
Apollo Sextant Alignment Zero Shifts 
LORS Sensor Electronics Stress Analysis 
Apollo G & N 1 2  PSA Junction Box Interchange 
Results of Requested Investigations for Signal Condi- 
tioner, P/N 1007700-021, S/N 4 
























Apollo Pulse Torque Power Supply Transistor Q6 
Failure 
ADA Preamplifier Failures 
Design Analysis of Transformer,  P /N 1010329-001 
Application in Apollo Two Speed Switch Module, 
P /N 1007522 
.4~0110 Program, Reversed Outputs on IRIG/PIP 
Excitation Module 
Overstress Susceptibility, G & N 110 PSA Tray 8 
and 9 Interchange Mishap 
Gverstress on G & N 110 PlPA and IRIG Suspension 
Conclusions Reached from Investigation of Apollo 
Transistor Bond Failures 
Optics Slew €?ate Out-of-Tolerance Condition on 
G & N 12/52 
Transistor P /N 1010376, Tests  on 
Apollo J'MU, Brazing Defects in 1001553 Assembly 
Apollo 809 hz,  I percent Amplifier, Design Evaluation 
Apollo IMU Control Panel, Comparison of Effect of 
Random and Sine Vibration 
Design Review of Apollo Monitor Panel Assembly 
CD'IT D to A Connector 
CDU Motor Driver Amplifier 
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SUMMARY OF OVERSTRESS ANALYSES 
HOLLSMAN 
REPORT NO. 




AA- 64- 10 9 













AA- 66- 307 
AA- 67 -410 
AA- 60 - 5 0 9 
AE-66-023 
AE-66-924 
AE- 66- 025 
TITLE 
Optical Unit Shaft Axis Bearings Preload Study, 28 August I964 
Engineering Analysis of LM Alignment Optical Telescope 
Prism Mounting, 4 February 1966 
SCT and SXT $%aft Axis Lateral Vibration Analysis 
OUA Shaft Axis Bearing Preload Study 
Block I OUA Structural Analysis Final Report 
Structural Analysis, OUA 1011000 
Thermal Analysis, Block I QUA 
OUA ACE 2 Mechanical Integrity Test 
OUA AGE 1 TV Evaluation Test Report 
Design Evaluation Report, CIJA Block 1-100 
TV Cycling Test, AGE 102 
Acceleration and Acceleration Overstress Test, AGE 101 
Acoustic Test, AGE 101 
Shock and Overstress Test, AGE 101 
Oxygen Overpressure Temperature Test, AGE 101 
Mission Cycling Test, AGE 102 
AGE l o y  Design Evaluation, TV Cycling, and Simulated Mission 
Cycle Test 
Evaluation and FunctionaI Test Results for Vibration Overstress 
Tests, AGE 101 
AGE 101 Mechanical Integ-rity Test 
T V  Retest of OUA Block IIUnits - 4 Motors 
Structural Analysis Review, OUA 220 Overstress 
AGE 207 Specia.1 TV Conditioning 
Report on OUA TV Tests 
Learner's Model TV Test with Proposed New Flanged Trunnion 
Bearing Design 
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~ ~ - 
Error lights 32 and 33 came on dnring tap€ 
portion of QAP 187346 due to an induced 
failure on gate 6-497 of flatpack 6-497, 
apparently caused by excessive €3 plus volt- 
age while testing Read Counter Ray 5. 
During installation of G & N 208 equipment 
in  S/C 103 at N/R, DSKY D14, S/N 4'7, was 
found to have to indentations in the back 
cover. Raytheon peyformed overstress  
analysis. 
Variable Frequency Oscillator (GSE) was 
installed backwards in C-23 Ray 39, and 
current was applied. 
Improperly keyed environmental cable W-11 
resulted in improperly connected DSKY D9 
Ray 42. When power was turned on,Almm 
and E/L Panels would not illuminate. 
Improperly keyed environmental cable W-11 
resulted in improperly connected DSKY D19 
Ray 52. When power w a s  turned on,Aiarm 
and E/L Panels would not illuminate, 
During AGC Power twn-on of C-18 Ray 34, 
the Temperat.ure and Restar t  Alarm lights 
stayed on. W4 2 cable had a connector 
keyed 180 degrees out. 
Power was applied to Alarm Module B8 
R P , ~  42 while it was inserted in teat fixture 
hclrwards. 
High intensit.y and high current drain of IL 
Panel Ray 110 resulted from a fractured 
middle lamp, 
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m e  e0 a t e a b a n  error,  11.2 Vdc was 
applied to the +4 V buss in Tray B of 
AGC C-36 prior to module vibration b o t ,  
causing a constant parity failure. An 
overstress analysis was performed ou the 
B-16 and B-27 rope drivers. 
J10 connector of C-34 Bay 50 wag con-. 
necgd to J1 of the CTS, and power wa8 
applied. A V Fail, Restart, and GOJAM 
STPT occurred as  R result. 
During Sale vibration of D64 Ray 97 the g 
level suddenly increased to 10.5 g'6 rms. 
E/L Digital Indicator Ray 189 cracked in 
upper left corner during thermal cycling. 
E/L Digital Indicator Ray 189 was mbjected 
to 100" C temperatures for about 15 miniites. 
E/L Digital Indicator Ray 325 WRS aubjected 
to looo C temperatures for about 15 minutes, 
E/L Digital Indicator Ray 152 cracked in 
the upper left hand corner and L rainbow 
effect became noticeable following thermal 
cycling. 
Z,steerior of shipping box containing Fixed 
Mpmory J3 + Ray 252 contained a deep dent, 
Fixed Memory Ray 308 wag dropped to 
bench bp -  approximately 2 feet. 
Effect of a 7-volt negative going pulse on 
+I4 volt dc line to the interface XT circuit 
of interface module. 
Overstressed transistors in rope driver 
modules S/N 88 ar 1 S/N 124. 
Computer Power Supply Module Ray 36, 
effect of overstress thermal environment 
on component parts. 
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3.5 TECHNICAL MANUALS AND JOB DE3CRIPTION CARDS -
Two types of technical manuals were prepared for the Apc!.lo program: a familiariza- 
tion manual and field support manuals. (%e Statement of Wsrk, Ekhibit D, Para- 
graphs 9.1. 1 and 9.1, 2, respectively. ) The familiarization manual with inputs from 
the subcontractors.provided a description of the G & N system and subsystems, inciud- 
ing the Ground Suppt -t System. The manual was used as an  orientation and indoctri- 
nation document. Revisions were not required. 
Field manuals were required fer use of the field site personnel in supporting the 
G & N system, major subsystems, and the Ground Support Equipment. This use was 
not extended beyond the G & N laboratory. Interface w a s  maintained with the space- 
craft  contractor with regard to improved methods and procedures. Field slipport 
manuals provided a physical description, theory of ope. Lion, -maintenance and repair  
information, packing, shipping, handlii\g, and checkout procedures. 
In addition, Apollo prcjcedural information was provided in the format of Job Descrip- 
tion Cards (JDC's) . Through the JDC's, the proper sequence of operation and check- 
out was  established, and miformity was  maintained throughout the system assembly 
and checkout and preinstallation acceptance testing. The JDC's were updated period- 
ically with changes and revisions to improve the procedures, as resul ts  of using the 
equipment, to provide exganded data coverage, and to provir'e for design changes. 
Listed below are tha technical nr,anuals and JDC's prepared for Apollo. 
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Block I Series 0 
Block I Series 0 
Flock I Series 9 
CONTENTS 
Description, theory of opera- 
tion, system tie-in, calibra- 
tion, checkout, and maintenance 
Description, theory of opera- 
tion, system tie-in, calibration, 
checkout, and maintenance 
Lists of Connections within 
subitsbemblies, connectiocs 
through chassis connectors 
to attaching plugs, interchassis 
cabling connections, and con- 
nections for AGC/CTS opera- 
tical console 
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( 2  Volumes) 
ND-1021037 












and Repair Manual 
Optics-Inertial 
Test Set Check- 
out, Mainten- 


















Block I Ssries 0 
md Series 50 
Block I Series 0 
md Serics 50 
Block I Series 0 
and Se- 3s 5P 
Block I Series 
100, RlockII 
and LM 
Block I Scries 
100, Block 11, 
and LM 
CONTENT 
Generxl description of equip- 
ment functions, plus descrip- 
tion, theory of operation, 
calibration , checkout , and 
maintenance of each unit of 
associated test equipment 
Description, tlheory of opera- 
tion, system tie-in, calibra- 
tion, checkout, maintenance, 
list of oscillograph console 
wire  harness connectors, net- 
work listing of OIA wire  har- 
aess, and JDC's 
Description, theory of opera- 
tion, system tie-in, chackout, 
maintenance, and JDC's 
peculiar to Block I Series 0 
Description of complete Guid- 
ance and Navip-tion system , 
subsystems, and GSE for 
indoctrination usage 
Packing, unpacking, trans- 
portation, and handling of all 
airborne components and all 
GSE (Supplement A contains 
special information covering 
heater Dower support for 
spacecraft-installed IMU. ) 
Description, theory of operation, 
calibration, checkout, and 
maintenance of each unit of 
A-GSE 
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APOLLO G & N TECHNICAL MANUAL LIST 
NUMBER 
ND- 1 0 21 040 
( 3  Volumes 
p h s  Supple- 
ment A of 2 
Volumes and 
Supplement 




ND- 10210' 2 
(2 Volumes) 




















Block I Series 
100, Block IJ, 
and LM 





General description of equip- 
ment functions and universal 
test station, G & N checkout, 
ISS checkout, OSS checkout, 
and CSS checkout, plus des- 
cription, theory of operation, 
calibration, checkout, and 
maintenance of each unit of 
BM-GSE. Supplements cover 
AGC/CTS operations console 
connections , computer test 
set connections, and Block II 
and LM OITS used with as- 
sociated Block I Series 100 
and Block I1 and LM BM-GSE 
during checkout 
System tie-in, fu,ctional 
analysis, description, com- 
ponent theory of operation, 
prelaunch and in-flight opera- 
tions, list of checkout and 
maintenance equipment, check- 
out, and maintenance 
System tie-in, functional analy- 
sis, description, component 
theory of operation, prelaunch 
and in-flight opera-tions, list 
of checkout and maintenance 
equipment, checkout, and 
maintenance 
System tie-in, functional analy- 
sis, description, component 
theory of operation, prelaunch 
and in-flight operations, list of 
checkout and maintenance equip- 
ment, checkout, and maintenance 
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APOLLO G & N TECHNICAL MANUAL LIST 
NUMBER 


































ance, and Repair 
Manual 





Apollo G & N 
System Job 
Description 
Cards (JDC s) 
EQUIPMENT 
COVERAGE 
Block I Series 0 
Block I Series 0 
and Series 50 
Block I Series 0 
Block I Series 0 
Blcck I Series 0 
CONTENTS 
Description, preparation for 
use, preparation for shipment, 
receiving and inspection, check- 
out and analysis, replacement 
and repair, and maintenance of 
each unit of optical subsystem 
test equipment 
Desciption, preparation for  
use and shipment, list of test 
equipment and tools, theory of 
operation, checkout, and 
repair 
Description, list of test equip- 
ment, preparation for uae and 
shipment, theory of cperation, 
maintenance and certification, 
and list of replacement parts 
Description, Preparation for  
use or shipment, list of test 
equipment, theory of operation, 
maintenance and certification, 
alignment, repair, and 
replacement 
Description, receiving, inspec- 
tion, storage, shipment, list 
of support equipment, theory 
of operation, maintenance and 
certification, and list of repair 
and replacement parts 
JDC's required to support 
Block I ,Series 50 and S$ripg 
100, Block 11, and LM G & N 
syskm, plus Block 1-100 and 
Block II/LM Ground Support 
Equipment 
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APOLLO G & N JOB DESCRIPTION CARD LIST 
JDC NUMBER 
00009 Through 00235 
02072 Through 03683 
04175 Through 05784 
10001 Through 10099 
10180 Through 10185 
10701 Through 10741 
12200 Through 12299 
12600 Through 12699 
14001 Through 14230 
15014 Through 15244 
16001 Through 16244 
17101 Through 17108 
17205 Througb 17305 
17601 5.irough 17603 
18000 Through 18250 
18269 Through 18874 
19000 Through 19369 
19286 Through 19304 
19360 Through 19933 
20101 Through 20138 
TITLE 
ISS Checkout (Block I) 
Optical Equipment Checkout 
Computer Equipment and CSS Checkout 
G & N Checkout (Block I) 
OSS Checkout 
OSS Checkout (Block I Series 100) 
C & N Checkout (Block II) 
G & N Checkout (LM) 
ISS Checkout (Block 11) 
ISS Checkout (Block I; 
ISS Checkout (Block 11, LM) 
Removal and Replacement 
Packaging 
Remwal znd Replacement 
GSE Operation 




OSS Checkout (T,lock 11) 
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3 . 6  NASA G& N TRAINING 
3 . 6 . 1  INTRODUCTION 
The NASA G & N Training Program was systematically developed, based on program 
needs, and accorded fully with Exhibit J, Paragraph 3 . 3 . 3 ,  of the contract. The 
program has been continuously reviewed and evaluated to assure that the training 
remained relevant. The steps involved in the program development included the 
following. 
1. Training Study, 
2. Training Requirements Analysis, 
3. Training Curriculum Development, 
4. 
5. Training Course Presentation. 
Training Material and Equipment Development, 
3 . 6 . 2  TRAINING STUDY 
The purpose of the Training Study was to provide understanding of NASA training 
activities and knowledge of the G & N training needs at the many NASA branches and 
divisions at both MSC and KSC. 
3 . 6 . 3  TRAINING REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 
The resiilts of the Training Studies were used to perform Training Requirements Analy- 
ses,  one for operations personnel and one for administrative personnel. 
3 . 6 . 4  TRAINING CURRICULUN DEVELOPMENT 
Using the results of both Training Requirements Analyses, a NASA G & N Training 
Curriculum was established as follows. 
1. Block I (50/100) Courses 
Level 2 Familiarization 
e Level 3 System Mechanization 
c we1 3 Utility Programs 
Systems Update IWefinga 
Special Briefings 
EP0021 3 -45 
2. Block I1 Courses 
0 Level 2 Familiarization 
0 Level 3 System Mechanization 
0 Level 3 Utility Programs 
0 
0 Level 3 Mission Programs 
0 System Update Briefings 
Special Briefings 
Level 3 System Mechanization/Utility Programs 
Level 3 Digital Autopilot Programs 
3. LMCourses 
0 Level 2 Familiarization 
0 Level 3 System Mechanization 
0 Level 3 Utility Programs 
0 
0 Level 3 Mission Programs 
e Systems Update Briefings 
e Special Briefings 
4. Flight Crew Briefings 
5. 
Level 3 System Mechanization/Utility Programs 
Level 3 Digital Autopilot Programs 
Special Briefing (Block I1 and LM PGNCS) 
The NASA G & N Training Program w a s  defined in the Training Service Plan and the 
Training Equipiment Plan. The trmsmittal  of these plans by AC Electronics was 
accomplished 26 April 1965 via memorandum AP-M-6553. The Training Service 
Plan included the Training Requirements Analyses. Nine updates or  revisions to 
the Training Service Plan were accomplished. 
3 . 6 . 5  TRAINING MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT 
The training materials developed to support the above curriculum were of three types: 
study guides, handouts, arid self-instruction materials. Each study guide was revised 
from three to five times to keep it as current as possible. Following is a list of study 
guides and supplements and the number delivered as of 1 August 1969. 
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Equipment 
Coverage 
I1 6 Familiarization 
FllOO Functions and Operations 
HllOO Hardware 
FHllOO Functions and Hardware 
CllOO Computer Programs 
GllOO GSE and Testing 
Block I Series 100 
Block I Series 100 
Block I Series 100 
Block I Series 100 
Block I Series 100 










2324 Special Briefing Handouts 
FH2100 Functions and Iiardware 
F2100 Functions and Operations 
SM2100 System Mechanization 
C2100 Computer Programs 
MP2100 Mission Programs 
DAP2100 Digital Autopilot 
316 Familiarization 
F352 G & N Hardware 
FH3100 Functions and Hardware 
F3100 Functions and Operations 
SM3100 System Mechanization 
C3100 Computer Progrzms 
MP3100 Mission Programs 




































The self-instruction materials developed for the hardware familiarization courses and 
for a space navigation series were as follows. 
Introduction to LM PGNCS 
LM Inertial Subsystem Familiarization 
LM Optical Suhsysteni Familiarization 
LM Computer Subsystem Familiarization 
'Introduction to CSM PGNCS 
CSM Inertial Subsystem Familiarization 
CSM Optical Subsystem Familiarization 
C S K  C oqpu ter SuSsy s tsm Familiarization 
Introduction to Space Navigation 










Orbital Mechanics and Rendezvous Techniques 
Applied Orbital Mechanics 
Stabilization Loops 
Gyro Torquing Electronics 
Accelerometer Loops 
Inertial Subsystem Moding 
Attitude Control and Error  Display 
CM Thrust Vector Control 
Saturn Takeover 
The training equipment consisted of a seiies of models and mockups. Three complete 












Axes Configuration Model 
Computer Core Array Model 
Earth-Moon Training Aid 
Gyro and Accelerometer Input Axes Model 
LM Axes Configuration Model 
Block 11 Optical Eyepiece Training Aid 
Block I1 Navigation Base Model 
LM/Spacecraft and Service Module Models 
Computer Display and Keyboard Model 
LM Optical Rendezvous Sensor 
TRAINING COURSE PRESENTATION 
Training courses presented are listed on the following page. 

















m m m m  
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3.7 OPERATING HOURS 
Reliability assessments, time-scheduled item removal compliance, and other correc- 
tive actions require an operating time base. Establishing the necessary time base 
required a con? prehensive operating time reporting system, which has been maintained 
during the entire Apollo contract period. Accuracy has been achieved through pro- 
cedural control and periodic audits. 
The merating time reportinq system utilizes the His'orical Event Operation R.ecord 
(HEOR). This recoi d d.ocume2ts both time and non-tirne accumulating events at the 
system level. Main ance of a system inventory record is also rsquired to provide 
for allocation of syf 1 time and events to the specific units associated with the 
G & N system. 
The applicable unit time and evanks data a re  documented on a Unit History Record 
(UHR) . This record documents time and events a t  the unit level. Maintenancc of a 
unit iliventory record provides fez- allocation of unit operating time to the assembly 
level. 
The operating hours accumulated on Block I- ICO,  Block 11, m d  LM G & N equipment 
throug i 30 November 1969 are summarized below. 
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3 . 8  AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT REPAIRS (OTHER THAN GYROS) 
The repair of Apollo GFP began in 1964. During this first year, repairs were primarily 
on ground support equipment from the system assembly and test area, From 1964 
through June 1966, coverage f o r  repair efforts was provided by Work Authorization 
Procedures under the basic contract. In June 1966 a Master Repair Schedule approach 
for contracting repairs was introduced. Since then. four Rzpair Supplemental Agree- 
ments have provided for a continuing lactory repair  Srogram to suppjr t  field and in- 
house operations. 
A summary of airborne repair inputs by Supplemental Agreement. €O~!IXVS. 
FACTORY AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT REPAIR SUMMARY 
EQUIPMENT 
IMU - Block I 
IlKU - LM 
IMU - Block I1 
PSA - Block I 
PSA - Block I1 
PSA - LM 
CDU - Block I 
ECDU - Block I1 
ECDU - L M  
Harness - Block I 
Harness - Block I1 
Harness - LM 
Navigation Base - LM 
ESU - Rlock I 
GNIC - Block I1 
SCA - Block I 
SCA - Block I1 
SCA - L M  
Optics Shroud - Block I 
Optics Shroud - Block I1 
D & C Electronics - 
Control Electronics - 
IhiIU Control Panel - 









































FACTORY AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT REPAIR SUMMARY 
~~ 
EQUIPMENT 
Bellows Assembly - 
Flex Hose - Block IL 
Block I1 
CCRD - LM 
Optic Unit Assembly - 
Optic Unit Assembly - 
Alignment Optical 
Navigation DSKY - 
Main DSKY - Block I 
Universal DSKY 





AGC - Block I 
BASIC 
CONTRACT 
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3 . 9  FAILURE ANALYSIS REPORTS 
Failure analyses, in the form of laboratory investigations of failed i tems to establish 
the modes and causes of failure, were conducted throughout the contract period, (See 
Statement of Work, Exhibit E,  Paragraph 3.4.2.) The resul ts  of these analyses were 
used to determine the corrective action necessary ~ C Z  recurrence control. Each 
fa-ilure znalysis is doct?mnnt.ed in a report  supported by photographs, X-mysj  diagrams, 
and so on,as needed, and includes the Failure Analysis groilp's recommendation for 
corrective action, A summary listing of the Failure Analysis Reports (FAR'S) follows. 
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